
The Tree of Life – excerpts

The Tree of Life is a symbol of the creation. The Tree
of Life is a manifestation of my energy in its purest
form with the essence of life. The essence of life is
flowing through the Tree of Life. This essence is what
is taking you up, this essence is what is rejuvenating
you, this essence is feeding you, this essence is giving
you the empowerment to see who you really are and to
reside next to me and create the life the way you want
it, create the life the way I want it, create the life as
it is. It is a play of creation and it is a very joyful play
of creation and in this play of creation, everybody is a

winner for there is no such thing as loosing and when you see this play of creation as
it really is. If you can see the play of creation through my eyes, you realize that you
are me. (3 juin) 

The Tree of Life is growing inside of the brain. Its branches are the nerves inside of
the brain. The synapses are the flowers and the leaves and when it is illuminated, it is
radiating and activating the whole brain. When all the flowers are radiating its
fragrance is resonating with Source. And the crowning process will start. It will
illuminate the Golden Crown. And this moment will lead you to be a full Golden being.
(juillet) 

The Tree of Life is blossoming in the Garden of Eden, its fragrance is the perfume
for the soul. 

A drop of Manna on the nostrils is "opening up"(revealing) the fragrance of exquisite
beauty. The perfume is touching the soul's Heart, the pure ecstasy of Source's
creation. 

Integrate Manna and the Tree of Life fully and your feet become golden. Walking the
Divine path, and leaving behind the imprint of footsteps that radiate the Presence of
a great Being. 

Reach out for Manna and the honey from Heaven will drop on your lips. The taste is
like a Divine blessing merging into the depths of the cells. Reach out for Manna and
the honey from the stars will drop on your tongue. A Divine blessing that will open up
the ability to speak the language of Light. Reach out for Manna and the honey from
Source will drop in your Heart. And it will be you that will give blessings to the Earth
and her people. 



Once the portal and gate is opened by the Pleiadians the celestial choir is singing of
Joy and contentment. For you will have reached the Mother divine in her point of
creation. Where the alchemy of your light essence takes place, where the alchemy of
radiance is coming in, transforming you into a Golden One. Make the call and progress.
Make the call and become gold. Make the call and unite with the Central Sun to
illuminate a Golden light body, shining into the world around you. Bring in the Tree of
Life and the Alchemy of wisdom is set in motion. Develop the seed of the Tree and let
the spirits of nature transform you into the all-knowing mind of God. For this my
beloved one, will complete the cycle of Life and Death, being a sage in a golden body.
(juillet) 

The TOL is a strong hologram. The ToL is a metaphor, to anchor itself into planet
earth, to anchor the mastery and the creation. by visualizing the roots by playing with
the rooting. Because this will resonate with the human being to install the golden light
energy completely in the body and into planet earth. It is a strong tool for the energy
will completely descend into the body. In every cell of the body. And once it is flowing
through the body, when the fluidity is installed. Going through your legs into the feet
into the earth. The tree the upside down tree, the tree that is upside down, is
activated. Going into the core of the earth and spreading itself. The TOL can grow
when it is nurtured, when the seed is planted and when the  life force energy has
been given life to this seed. It is growing and it is through the nurturing that the
roots can grow, the branches, the leaves, the roots, becoming bigger, expanding  the
heart is expanding the roots. Until it completely encompasses the earth. Into the
earth into the core of the earth. THis is allowing you to reach out for source every
time again. And install the mastery inside. Manifesting the mastery inside. And
enhance the golden light to shine in the firmament. (26 May 14)

The Tree of Life is flowing inside of you. It is encompassing your being. It is
anchored inside and allowing you to express the most beautiful part of your being. All
the energy, all the information, all that is about to be reached in a human life is
present inside of the Tree of LIfe. Touching these parts, touching and integrating it
inside of your being is allowing you to resource yourself and to become the source of
all beings. You are about to becoming me once you have a notion of the integration of
the Tree of Life. For everything is inside of this aspect of yourself. And being
initiated with the Tree of Life will lead you to the alchemy of life. Will lead you
towards the knowledge and the expression of that part of me that can be expressed
in your physical world. It is a total preparation for the human to go into expansion of
who I am. The highest quality and the highest level can be reached while working with



this energy. for this will bring everything that you need. This will bring everything
that Source is desiring of  you as a human. And you of yourself.  The goal can be
reached with the initiation of the Tree of Life inside your life. In your life, taking
steps. IN order to put it into practice, taking steps to reveal this part of you.

Flowing, Flowing with the Tree of Life. Flowing with the essence. The fluidity of the
Tree of LIfe. The life force energy that will take you to the highest expression of
yourself, each and every moment on this earth plane. 

... every branch of the tree is a symbol for the mastery of another level of the divine
power within.

The ToL is the energy that will anchor this level inside of planet earth. It is
anchoring you it is guiding you. It is another level of force coming in. For planet earth
has to learn how to level itself up. Kundalini is the lift, the elevator. The manna is like
the grease in which the electricity smoothly vibrates through the conducts through
which the elevator can go up. And the ToL  is the expansion through the force
reconnecting the whole,  stabilizing the whole process on another level. Bringing in
another level of the force. 


